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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
November 8, 2020      
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND  ( -15, playoff in progress) 
 
  
Q.  Kevin, what a day. 
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  I know, it was crazy. 
 
Q.  Just take us through your thoughts. 
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  Yeah, my day as a whole, I did not drive it very well, so I really 
struggled to get consistent looks at birdie and a lot of trying to save pars. Back nine I made a 
few birdies. Obviously the long putt on 18 to get into the playoff was pretty much the 
highlight of my day. Then we played five holes? 
 
Q.  Six. 
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  Six holes. We played them really fast, by the way. Just seemed like 
we couldn't make a putt. We had some opportunities for birdie, but neither one of us could 
find a way to make one. We're back here at 8:00 in the morning, we'll see what happens. 
 
Q.  Is this how you like to attack, just go until the light's gone? 
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  Yeah, I did this once before and had to come back the next day. I 
prefer to get it done on Sunday, but coming back the next day is not so bad. We'll see you 
early in the morning. 
 
Q.  Any thoughts on not attempting that last putt there? 
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  Not what? 
 
Q.  Any thoughts on not attempting that last putt? 
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  No, I didn't want to come back. I would rather just putt it. I had the 
same putt, that same line about two or three times in the playoff, so I was pretty sure it was 
just like a left center putt, just make a good stroke from that distance. Went right in the 
middle so it was no problem. No, I never considered it. I would be more -- we were thinking 
about taking it on the third shot than we would on the putt. 
 
Q.  Is it hard to sleep on these things like tonight? 
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  I don't know. When we were at Mississippi, I did not sleep well that 
night. Different situation, though. I thought I kind of let some holes get away from me. I had 
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some good looks at birdie that -- the putt I had on 17 just didn't want to go in, so that 
happens. I have no regrets on that at all. 
 
Q.  Do you have to call the hotel and get another night or were you already staying 
tonight?  
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  I was not. I've got to go find a hotel, that's next on the agenda. 
 


